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RECORDING RAPIDLY CHANGING ,GYLIIWER-WALL TEMPERATURES’

The present report deals with the design and testing
of a measuring plug suggested by H. Pfriem for recording
quasi-stationary cylinder wall temperatures. The new de-
vice is a resistance thermometer, the temperature-suscep-
tible part of which consists of a gold coating applied by
evaporation under high vacuum and electrolytically
strengthened. This resistance layer, being located on
the surface of the wall, enables an immediate surface
temperature reading not obtainable heretofore with the
conventional” thermocouples. Its inertia is negligible.
The uncertain and tedious conversion of the test data to
the surface is eliminated. A further advantage over the
thermocouple lies in the much higher current fluctuations
which permit the charting of the temperature curve with-
out amplification. The new method combines substantially
higher instrumental accuracy with a maximum of simplicity
in ,operation. Eventual correction of test data is greatly
simplified by the laminated structure of the measuring
plug.

After overcoming initial difficulties, calibration
of plugs u’p to and beyond 400° c was possible. The meas-
urements were made on high-speed internal combustion en-
gines. ‘ .

.>

The increasing effect of the carbon deposit at.the
wall surf-ace with increasing operating period iS indicated
by means of charts.

,,.,
*ltMessung schnellver~nderlicher Zylinderw’a’ndt’emp’e”ratUren.“.

Forschungauf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurw”esens, vol.
10, no. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1939, pp. 41.-54*
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I. INTRODUCTION .

In. spite of the great impo.rtan,ce attached to the
heat transfer in reciprocal engines between working medi-
um and cylinder wall, the experiments up to now have been
restricted to the study in slow-speed engines. The meas-
urement in high-speed engines had been impeded by the in-
adequacy of the conventional method of recording the
quasi-stationary wall temperature from which the heat ex-
change between working medium and cylinder wall Ss easi-
es,t to obtain. In view of the presen,t trend toward high
revolution speeds in all reciprocal engines. it seemed de-
sirable to develop a new test method which permits the
recording of rapidly ‘changing wall temperatures.

In all’ s~ch experi,iients, the use of thermocouples
has become practically standard practice. 3ut their
greatest” drawback consisted in the fact that the temper-
ature distribution could be recorded only at a certain
distance below the surface which, in addition, was depend-
ent lipon frequency and phase of the individu~.1 harmonics.
This introduced an uncertainty in the recoriing”of the
higher harmonics, since the damping of the temperature
oscillation penetrating in the wall incr-eases considera-
bly with ascending. frequency up to the, tes,t station. It
also made necessary a harmonic analysis of the measu~eci
temperature oscillation ,and a. conversion of the. individual
harmonias after correction for amplitude and phase to the
surface. In addition, the complicated structure of the
test point, the dissimilarity of the chemical values of
the employed materials, and the effect of the occurring
short-circuit cu”rren.ts”made an accurate assessment of the
produced temperature field impossible, whi~h in turn pre-
cluded “an exact prediction of the correction factors.
(A critical study of the sources of errors in the measure-
ment of rapidly cha,nging surface..temperatures by means of
thermocouples can be found in an article.by H. Pfriem.
(See reference 1. )

A further drawback of the conventional thermocouple
is its low thermoelectric force of about 0.05 millivolt per
Oc. . Since the oscillation amplitudes of the wall tempera-
ture , especially on,:high-speed engines, are l.Ow.,the thermo-
voltage changes’ are insufficient for the indicating de-
vices suitable for recording rapidiy changing voltage
fluctuations , and therefore must be amplified by thermi-
onic valves which, aside from being very inconvenient,
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introduce’ new ~’~u”rc,e:s““of ‘e’rr:or$~“““@”d‘yin
stati s,ti’c‘,flu:’o.tuatiqni ,.o,f’t-he;e.1’kct%o’n$c
first valve ape’ $i,stu%b%ngly ‘pey”c~pti~le.....
to the instrufiental ~accur’ac’y”.““ ““ -
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.- 1I,.. DESCRIPTION o~ MiJAs:HrNG
,.,. .. .....

a’dd”itfOnj the <
.~h~i,ent‘:of*he_
an{ “set ‘a ‘ltirnit..

... .

p’Lu~ ~~ ,. :,....,’-..”.

3

.. . . ... .-... ... ... .:.... .’.,.
“k”henew plug -fs””a’resisfan~e, ,.thje~mo~gter,”~o’t’al;’

thermocouple (fig. ““1),“ It consists of a metallib, ‘,
slightly tapered-plug element Stk with a central hole.
Its length equals that of the wall thickness into which
it is. to’ be installed so that it is flush .wi’th’.it.,,~.he
end facing the operating room carries an ‘e’lectribally in-
sulating layer I “on to which-a very thin ‘~a’yer of gold
w is evaporated and acts as resistance. A wire D“l;
one end of which is connected to the resistance layer and
leads outside, is cemented-into the hole, the sid4s of””
which are also coated with an insulating layer I. The
other end of the resistance layer .is located at point A
on the plug element where a second wire Da is attached.

As is seen, the temperature responsive part lies at
the ‘surface, hence registers its “temperature directly,
The corrections of the test data likely to be necessary
because of installation disturbance of the test plug are
much easier to apply, as it can be approximately dealt
with as stratified body. ; ‘.

A further ‘advantage lies in:the much highpr ~oltage
changes which ~an easily be rai~ed to 100”’times the”’thermo-
voltage fluctuations. Thus, the d~sttirbing, fluctuations
in the transrn$ssion, level’of the first tlierm$onic valve
remain” ineffective. But, ‘in general, such ~alve” Ampl”i~ica-
tion will be unq,eces$ary, .as a-sensitive oscillograph ~
loop itself permits the di~.ect recordifi”g OS the tern,per’a-
ture oscillations. 1 ~, .,

...-. ... .
:,.. -

III. PLUG DESIGN
,, ..

l=,,,~ate”r$al’ ““:”‘“ -: -, - ,.-,,. ..,’ ,.. .....’....”..‘.,... .
.. ... ,., ..

The” use” of apy heat.~resis$ing,, ”.electri”cally ,in’sul”at-“..,
ing sub,s%ance, as ,plug element rnatejialj was ruled ?u’t he-
cau’se of machining “difficulties.’

,.;
On””the”other hand, the

. . . .. .—.————-..—---. —
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insulating layer under the resistance laYer. must be. o?
the-same over-all thickness and its total area in intimate
contact with the base metal in ti.rderto’ insure uniform
heat conduction without l:ocal overheating.

As suggested by p.friem, aluminum was to be used be-
cause it lends itself.readily as base for the resistance
layer by electrolytic oxidation Xlo’xal process.., The
oxi,de layer is very solidly joined to the base metal,
since it itself is of the same metal. The experiments
were so satisfactory that no other metal” was tried
out ...

. .

Pure aluminum, as well as any other electrolytically
oxidizable aluminum alloy is suitable (for instance:
A1-l$g, A1-Mg-Mn, A1-Mg-Si quoted in German Standard Speci-
fications DIN 1713}. Hard drawn kinds are preferable
because of.better machinability. The lead-in wires were
commercial aluminum products.

..

In the choice of r“eststance metal only noble metals
came into question. But silver was ruled out because of
the danger of sulfite formation, particularly for measure-
ments in combustion engines; platinum~ because of its cat-
alytic properties. The gold used in the tests pr,oved
entirely satisfactory in every respect.

2. Electrolytic Oxidation’ of Plug .,

This Eloxal. process is. so well. known that no detailed
description is necessary. But one fundamental difficulty
is pointed out. X.t required many experiments and the” ut-
most care.to assure a satisfactory connection between the
centrally cemented wire and the resistance layer, A good
contact must be without the least joint, because the ex-
tremely thin resistance layer cannot bridge it or even
fill it., The use of aluminum as wire was therefore dic-
tated; because with wire and plug element of the same heat
expansion coefficient any gaps are safely avoided during
heating..

Experience indicates that the properties of electro-
lytically produced aluminum oxide deposits change within
certain limits by su”itably chosen processing conditions,
When oxidized with direct current the layers are generally
very hard and mecnanicaZly.. extremely resistant but verY
soft and elastic with alternating current. Hence the
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coating in t“he hole housirvg the c,emented.,.wire .’i.’spreferably
applied ,w’ithdirect current.-””’But.ha.Td-.Eloxal layers are
unsuitable as insulating base? uf. fih:e,resistance l“aye.r‘be-
cause of their tendency to develop hair cracks at tempera-
tures above 150° -C’”which’destroy the resistance layer. As
shown in “figure 1 the hole”’’facihg the ‘bp’erati.ngroom -.
termed the front hereafter - is “slightly conically counter-
sunk. ,. .... . . .

.,, . ,.!. ,’.’ :. ..’”
Before “the Eloxal treatment of. th-e,.hole:.,.all. surfaces

which were not .to be oxid.ized’.were ‘given a protective -
coating against the effect of the bath.’”,The current was
supplied through the wire soldered or riveted into the
plug ‘element. The great scattering ability of the bath
admits of a satisfactory coating even in the hole.

The bath consisted of a 4-percent aqueous sOIUtiOn
of oxalic acid. The current density was 20 ma/cm’2, the
duration of the oxidizing process was 2.5 hours.

The central lead-in wire is conically flattened at
its cemented end to match the tapered flare in the PIUg
element. This assumed a clean fit free from cement or
gaps. Following the cementing of. the wire the highly
polished front of the plug was electrolytic-ally oxidized
with alternating current for 1.5 hours. at the same current
density+ The o%tained deposit was about 0.02 mm. Figure
2 shows the transition from the frontal area of the wire
(light portion) over the Eloxal coating of. the hole to
the plug element hef~re application of resistance layer
(magnified a hundred times).

‘ 3. Resistance $ayer

In order to “assure maximum instrumental accuracy the
resistance”. of -the gold film must be adapted to the partic-
ular test method. Direct measurements require low resist-
ance values; the use of.amplifi.ers, high,..as subsequent
considerations will prove.

,*
The step nearest at hand would be..to change. the layer

.-

resistance through the precipitated gold and herewith the
layer thickness. Assuming 100 times th”e distance of two
molecule layers as smallest ,po.sqible thickness so as tO
sufficiently remain .wlth.out the range of’ irregular con&uc-
tivity, the resistance at an evenly gilded front would still i

..,.
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be too low even by direct measurement. This fact alone
dictates a higher resistance’of the layer applied by means
of a pattern in suitable form+ ~

After various attempts with. ?igzag-shape”., patterns
(the plug elements had two wire .passages.,then) the use .of
spiral patterns, and specifically, balance springs such
as used in pocke~ watches finally proved particularly suit-
able. This gives the ’layer the form of a spirally”wound
strip. And plugs of the smallest dimensions can be ob-
tained without any difficulty, because balance springs of
any required size are commercially available. .

TO branch the current from the resistance layer to
the plug element, the edge is broken at any desired spot
and the base metal exposed (fig. 1). The apparatus de-
veloped for depositing the gold fi~m is sketched in fig-
ure 3. It consists of a spherical glass,fl~sk with the
evaporating device mounted in the neck of the flask. The
gold is placed in the form of fine gold wire in the tung-
sten spiral W, which , after evacuation of the apparatus,
is electrically heated to at least 10–4 mil?.im.eter mer-
cury column. To assure adhesion of the pattern Sdh (bal-
ance spring) to the plug surface to be gilded, the plug
St was damped between the poles of a small magnet Ml
during the process. The curved distribution of the lines
of force held the balance spring to the base. In order
to prevent the formation of shadows incidental to the 0.5-
millimeter high pattern, it was necessary to have either
the plug or the tungsten spiral rotate. The latter was
found to be preferable. The spiral was attached at the
lower end of a shaft with horizontal axis (fig. 3), the
heating current being supplied by way of slip rings and
s~iP-ring brushes. The upper end of the shaft carries
an armature A which rotates in the field of a magnet
system M2 placed externally around the neck of the
flask and consists of three radial magnets set at 120°
to one another, by means of which a rotating field is
produced. The, ground, closed glass tube attached below
at the flask is merely intended to receive the long wires
of tile plug and to afford easy removal of any gold wire.
dropped occasionally from the tungsten spiral as a result
of inattention. ,.

-—

The structure of the metallic layers deposited under
high vacuum differs, in general, very markedly from that
of.the compact metal. This is evidenced-on the one hand
by the lack of cohesion, whence the coats can be readily
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wiped off, and-on the other, By the structural ”change in
time. However, this than’geis attended by a rise in th’e.....
elec’tric-”conductivity, which prevents the immediate use
of a thinly deposited metal layer as resistance. This un-
usual behavior has been the subject of a number of, experi-
ments. (A detailed report ’on the pres’ent state of progress
concerning the electrical conductivity and structure of
thinly deposited metal coatings with a comprehensive list
of references will be found in reference 2.) The cause
is traceable t.o the extremely fine crystalline structure
typical of the precipitated layers and its ten”dency to
form larger crystals. By briefly heating to about 150° C,
the layer can be solidly anchored to the ‘base a< a result
of more rapid crystal growth. The aging o.f the layer can
be accelerated by heat but not satisfactorily. In figure
4 the time rate of resistance drop in a precipitated layer
at constant temperature of 200° C is illustrated, the time
coordinate being plotted in hyperbolic scale to emphasize
the high rate of change at the start. The curve is indic-
ative of a marked falling off of resistance ~til it reaches
the limiting value. Frequently repeated plug calibrations
would therefore become necessary.

The investigation of the test plug further disclosed
a change in the Eloxal layer. The attempts to reach maxi-
mum temperatures were invariably followed by destruction
of the precipitated layer at around 400° C, Diffusion of
the gold in the Eloxal layer which would be effectively
aided by the high temperature seemed, however, improbable,
because the destruction occurred only on alternating-
current layers, but not on direct-current layers. It
rather seems to confirm the widely held opinion that the
alternating-current layers consist of alumina’at least
near the surface, but not the direct-current layers. The
change of hydroxide to oxide, which stayts at around 400°,
would explain the mechanical destruction of the layer.
Eloxal layers heated to 400° before deposition of the gold
film manifested the same behavior on heating after the
layer had been deposited. This fact is suggestive of,a
reconversion of oxide by water absorption during cooling.

The destruction could be avoided as soon as the gold
was electrolytically deposited onto the evaporated layer,
because the strengthened layer was resistant enoughg But ,
at the same time, the aging of the deposited part pro-
gressed so far, &s a result of the addition of a much more
distinct crystal lattice, that no further resistance de-
crease took place after I hour heating of the plug at 400°,
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even %y repeated .calibrat.ion. :The electrolyt,ical strengthe-
ning of the layer further ena%led the reduction of the
layer resistance to the desired amount. An electrolytical-
ly strengthened gold deposit is shown in figure 5.

The calibration curve of a plug is reproduced in fig-
ure ‘6. The almost linear aspect is very advantageous for
instrumental purposes. The mean temperature coefficient
obtained on numerous resistance, layers ranged consistently
between the limits a = (2.75 to 3,2 X 10-3)0 C-l, hence
is lower than for pure, solid gold (u = 3.81 X 10-sO C-l).
This is probably due to impurities already contained in
the gold or else in minute quantities of tungsten evapo-
rated with it. For it is known from studies on alloys
that small quantities of one. of its components can cause
a marked falling off of the conductivity. Aside from that
the conductivity of thin layers is less than for the solid
material because of the shorter mean free path ‘lengths of -
the free electrons. If Matthiessenis law were applicable
in this instance, the decrease in conductivity should be
accompanied by a drop in the temperature coefficient.

IV. EFFECT OF THERMIC ZNERTIA OF RESISTANCE LAYER

DURING MEASUREMENT

1. Thickness of Layer

Given the thickness of the gold and the Eloxal layer,
together with the values of the material,the thermic in-
ertia of the gold fil’m,and hence the range of frequency
within, which the plug gives a record practically free from
inertia, can be predicted. The thickness of the gold film
can be fairly accurately computed from

1. The” thickness of the evaporated layer and the
electrolytically deposited volume of gold,
or else from

2. The resistance and the dimensions of the layer.

To 1: The rotating motion of the tungsten spiral
during the evaporating process produoes circular evapora-
tion centers as a result of ‘the drops of gold suspended
from the individual windings. But a comparative calcula-
tion indicated that the assumption of a point center of

.— ... . .,
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evaporation in the axis of rotation
a vacuum of 10-4 millimeter mercury

No. 1013 9

is admissible. Under
column the’ mean free

path-length of the”--gol”datom% id much gr-e’ater””tliari’’’the
distance Z. of the tungsten spiral from the “surface to

be”gilded (fig. 7). Hence the evaporation”can b“etreated
as source flow and its laws appli,ed-

With gold volume V to “be evaporated as yield Of
the source and 025 as velocity component in the hypo-

thetical flow d$stance r from the plug center perpendic--.
ular “to the front surface of the plug the
allotted to the ??ront is

r.

Vt = 2’IT
[

rc dr
‘o...

0

with ‘o the radius of the frontal area.

Czo follows at

airount ‘of gold

The velocity

20 v
Cz = -—

0 4-IT(Jr2 + 2.2)3

Assuming the deposited gold to be of the same specific
gravity as that of the solid metal, the mean thickness
deposit is

The dimensions of the gold wtre were 1 = 6 mm, d = 0.2 mm
diameter; hence a volume of V = 0.189 mm3, distance z.

amounted to about 6.5 mm and ‘o
= 3.25 mm, which gives a

mean thickness of evaporated layer of

.

“sJ = 0.29 X 10-3 mm

to which the electrolytically precipitated volume of gold
must then be added. The remainder of the calculation was

.
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.- .

based ~n the numerical values obtained during the Construe-
tion of a plug. The width.of the spirally wound-resistance
layer was b leaving a,clearance of= 0.24 mm (fig. 8),
a = 0.034 mm between the individual windings, and making
the area to be gilded approximately

f b a
=,— vro = 29 mma

a+b

The current input amounted to Q = 1*53 As (i =-0.1 ma;
1- = 4 hr 15 rein). With gold to the amount of 0.68 X
10-3 g being precipitated, with a current of 1 As or
0,0352 mm3 by volume with constant specific gravity, the
thickness of the layer is

0.0352 Q
Sln = = 1.86 X 10–3 mm ‘

f

thus making the total thickness

SJ = S1 I + ~111 = 2.15 x 10-3 mm

To 2: After aging of the layer its resistance at
200 c amounted to “R = 3.81 Q. The length of the layer
is approximately equal to the ‘length t of the stretched
balance spring, or 1 = 72 mm for the employed spring.
With the specific resistance of pure, solid gold of
0= 0.023 Q mm2/m, the deposited thickness amounts to

20
S2=—=

Rb
1.82 X 10-s mm

if the specific resistance ~ of the gold film is com-
puted according to the Matthiessen law, where m, E are
the temperature coefficients for solid gold and gold film,
respectively. The calil)ration curve ‘of the plug itself

afforded & = 3.0 X 10-30 C-l, with a = 3.8 X 10-30 ()-l;
hence 6 = 0.0291 L? mma/m and

I
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82 =’ 2.30 x 1~-~ mm.....----- .,. ...... .
..... .., .,. .,,&..&, ..,. ,-. . . . . . . ,--~

.?

. . .

Despite ””’thefait ‘iiat the calculation is only approximate
the agreement of both results is surprisingly good; hence
it may be safely. ass~med that the thickness of” the deposit
amounted to about 2 X;”10-3 mm., ~~ ,

2. Temperature Distribution in the Resistance Layer
. ...... .... ,. ,.. .

By.,mear&,:& P’$riemt$ “t-~.eoryof q~a~i-stationary tem-
perature fields (reference 3) the instdurnental error due
to thermic inertia of the gold fi’lm and the laminated de-
sign of the p’lug can be computed if the thickness of the
two layers and the material values are given. Lacking
the material values;of 1310xal., no numerically exact inter-
pretation of this error was attempted. .4

Imposing a harmonic temperature oscillation with nat-
ural frequency,. w m th-e.gold, film at its free surface
results in a temperature distribution in the film of the
form ,... .

.2CPlx(l+j)
1 + P12e .

T—1 = T-sl
ej(w~+$)e-cpl (sl+x)(l+ j) .

.. ..
‘aw~sl(”l+ j)’

1 + plae

(1)

.. .
with the zero poi”~t of the coordinate system’ located” in”
the contact area 1s2 of gold and el~xal layer (fig. 9)..
The temperature field is envisaged a5 being built Up fr”om
a temperature wave intruding from the free surface and a
wave returning from the critical a~ea ~1.2. The ratio ‘of
the amplitudes and the phase angle of the two waves at
point x = O are accounted for by the reflectio~’factd~
Pla~ Since a-t this point the wave returning from the crit-

ical area 1.2 can, ‘because of the disturbing effect of’the
critical area .2.3, be in or.opposite phase with thewave
advancing from the otits$de only. in” certain cases,- the .re,-

flection factor P12 is generally a complex quantity,
that is, the wave ,re-fleeted at. crttical, area’,lw2 f? thrown
back with the phase.angl~ q:f,theref-l,ect.lon factQ.r.’.-It iS

. ..: . .....’ .. .. .. ‘.L.’!’-
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‘2@~$~(l+ j) “.7G+” P23e.... “ ., .4
Pla = ~

1 + p112P23e
-2@2s: (l+ j) “

,..,
,with ..... .

,.. .....,. b iL“ha “. .,ba-b~ : ~~
p~12=’ -; P23. “=

bl + %2 bz ‘+ b~

Because of the shallow depth of penetration of the tem-
perature waves the plug element can be t.reded as being
of infinite length.

It denotes:
: ,. . . ,.”

T. temperature’ amplitude at the free surfaceS1

,T time

v ..phase angle at the surface for T = O

s thickness of layer, gold and Eloxal

CAY temperature conduction factora=—

.. .
c“ specific ‘heat

... ,.
Y , ‘. -stieclfic, g,ravity . . .

.,
A heat conduction factor

,,

3 =~,” ’”,

The numerals 1, 2, and 3 refer to the related ‘materials
(fig. 9)..

To determine th”e instrumezit.al’”error we compute the
temperature difference between thetwo end surfaces of
the resistance layer. With

— .- --———
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= T“-
~j((.iT +“cl) ‘((LIT + 62)

%s1 -s1 .; T-o = ‘T. eJ

indicating the vectors of the temperature oscillation at
the free surface and at the critical surface 1.2, the
ratio of both vectors gives the vector

Its amount represents the ratio of the temperature
amplitudes and its argument v the angle between both
vectors. According to figure 10, the amount of the vec-
tor difference which -is a criterion of the maximum abso-
lute instrumental error during the cause of an oscilla-
tion is

With

we get

iA~l=AT= /~ ~ + T02 - 2T
d -s1 To COS V-s1

To = pT-sl

AT= T-s1Jl+p2 -2p Cosv

Confirmation of the smallness of the phase differ-
ence v is afforded in the subsequent numerical example.
For small v it approximately affords

ATs “(L - P“) T-sl

Equation (1) gives

.
. . .

T e-vl$l, (1 + j) ““
—o = (l”+ @la)

,g-sl
1 + ,P12 ‘$

-2ip~s3 (1 + j.).., ,.

,.,
..

for x= O and X=-.s.l.”” “ ‘ .’
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For convenience the complex P2a is written in the form

Pla = I
eJ}lp12 ..-. .,: . .

,. J,.

After separating denominator and numerator into real and

imaginary ptis hy means of the Euler formula

ejw = cos w + j stn w

takes the formP12 .
::

Pla =
u’+ .Iv

or “’P12 =x+jy

with .. ... .
..
-2q32s~ -2vas2

u= P’12+P23e cos 2tp2S2 v=-p23e sin 2cp2sa
. . .

-2P2S2 -2cp2.s2
x= 1+ p~12f23e cos 2T2S2 Y= -pt12Pa3e sin 2q2sa

Hence we get

!’

v Y---
l-l x

s xv - Uy
=.

tan-% tan 6 =—
I+xx’ Ux + Vy

Ux

The a%dve reflection factor ,theref.ore yields, first;.
,. ..
. . -2~2$2 sin ~2s2—.

-~T2$2cos 2~2S2 - jp23e
P112 + P,s3e

P12 = —
-292s2 -2cpzsa

l+p112P23e cos 2Cp2S2- jp~1aP23e sin 2cp2s2
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i

hein”g made wi,th estimated values.
compiled i“n table I. . .

15

and then ‘“ .

. ,,..), 1—–
a+ -2cpaf3a Cos ap2s32-44~2Sa+ ~~p23e

‘“P112,.,

!

P232e
iP12~ = .

-*T2S2 + 27--p23e-@2%1+ p~12ap232e Cos 2Cp~s2

‘ P23(1 -
tan6=-

p’~122) sin 2P2S2

me 2e
-2cp~s2+2Q2S2+ pf32P23

PJ1+P ’S) Cos 2cp~s~

..

The ratio o“f the amounts P and the phase difference
v is computable in the same mann”er from the quotient of
the temperature vectors. The ratio of the amplitudes is

and the phase difference u follows at

Since the chemical “val~’es of IJlox”alar”e not yet known,
the numerical calculation of the instrumental, error is

The necessary data is

c [kcal/kg” C]
Y [kg/m3]
A [kcal/m” Ch] ~
b [.kcal/maO C&]
a [me/s]

,,

Gold 1

0. 0“31“
‘19,,300,

265
400

i.23 x 10-4

Eloxal 2
(a~p roz)

0.2
4000*

2
40

0.69 X 10-6
I

*See footnote on p. 16.
J

Lluminum 3

:0.22
‘2700
.175
322

----

,,,,.,,--,, -..,.,,,,,-,-., ,,,.,,. ,. ,,,, , ,,,.,,,,,.,,,,.,, , .........
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The reflection factors P’12 and Pa3 follow here from
at ..:.

.31 -b3
Ptla .= 0.82; pa~ = -.0..78.;

(
.P1.3= ~.

=
~ + ‘b~

,,

Figure 11 shows amount and phase of the complex

0.105
)

reflec-
tion factor plotted against- cp2 S2. The relation of the

reflection factor with the frequency of the temperature
oscillation is due to the fact that thickness S2 appears

smaller or greater corresponding to a change in wave length.
l?he curve of quantitY I P12\ starts with the value PI3
and approaches the reflection factor P’12 asymptotic,

while pha,se angle 8 reduces to zero in form of a mark-
edly damped oscillation.

For a gold film of S1 . 2 x 10-3 mm thickness and an
EIOXal layer of S2 = 2 X 10–2 mm we get

cp~s~ = 3.2 X 10-4 G and Cp2s2 = 4.25 X 10-2~~

with n the frequency of the assumed harmonic temperature
oscillation in Hz imposed on the gold film at its free
surface. In figure 12 the curve of maximum temperature
difference AT referred to temperature difference T-s1

is shown plotted against frequency n. Putting, for in-
stance, T-s =1OC and n = 5000 Hz, would give AT

=2 x 10-30 :, that is,, cnly about 2 percent of the tem- .
perature amplitude. For a frequency of that magnitude,
which is equivalent to the 100th overswing in ‘a 4-stroke-
cycle engine at 6000 rpm, T-sl and. consequently AT

will be very much lower in all practicable cases. Besides,
the limit of error in, the. evaluation of the plotted dia-.
gram is considerably higher. As the calculation indicates,
the inertia of the gold deposit is practically always
negligible.

*(From p. 15)
For the specific gravity of eloxal a round figure’ Of

that of crystalline aluminum oxide (corund:um, ruby, sa??-
phire) was.assumed. (cf. Landolt-B6rn.stein Hw L 293, Eg
111 a 288,
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v. CHANGE IN,WALL TEMPERATURE DUE TO

- ... , ‘INSTALLATION-Ol? TEST PLUG
..,.

Because of the linear heat conductivity equation the
stationary field can be treated separately from” the quasi-
stationary. The calculation rea-uir~s the knowledge of.all-;
the effects affecting the wall temperature. The, foremost
of these is the boundary layer, for in its t?XiSteIICe lies
the basis for the small fluctuations of the wa~l tempera-
ture relative to the great temperature changes in the
operating ro,om. But since correct assumptions concerning
the boundary layer are hardly feasible, an accurate ,reduc-
tion of the recorded temperature curve to the undisturbed
wall is here also impossible. On the other hand, the ex-
perimental result is in many cases not in need of a cor-
rection, because an actually existing wall temperature
curve is measured so that the heat transfer coefficients
can be directly obtained by known gas temperature. The
heat transfer coefficient is solely dependent upon the
boundary layer, but not on the material of the wall, so
long as the material values of the boundary layer are not
changed by the changed stationary wall temperature. A
conversion of the test data dealing, say, with the read-
ing, of pressure waves in gas chambers is also superflu--
ous , when accompanied by temperature waves of the same
phase, for which this instrument is probably particularly
suitable. Gas oscillations in the indicator pipe connec-
tion with their attendant incorrect if not misleading
test data would be completely eliminated.

The installation of the test plug in the cast-iron
wall of an internal combustion engine would result in
falling off of the stationary wall temperature at the
plug because of the higher heat conductivity of the alu-
minum. This change, however, can be but small, as the
greatest heat resistance lies in the boundary layer where
the heat-insulating Eloxal layer acts against it. Be-
sides, the plug element 1s heated by the warmer wall ma-
terial surrounding it so that, for this reason particular-
ly, a marked assimilation with the wall temperature must
take place.

In the quasi-stationary field such equalization of
the two fields is no longer quite so probable. 170r the
purpose of fixing the Change in the quasi-stationary wall
t~mperature due to the installation, the study is confined
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to the case W&re thi’ thickness ‘aridmaterial values Of the
boundary layer remain unaltered during an operating cycle.
It further is assumed ”’$hat the boundary layer is sharply
limited on the gas side and that the heat transport from
the turbulent gas nucleus through the boundary layer to
the cylinder wall is by pure heat conduction. Under these
assumptions the true process in the cylinder, which math-
ematically is extremely difficult to essay, is reduced. to
an idealized stationary flow onto which a quasi-stationary
temperature field is superimposed,

If the gas tetiperature changes harmonically with the
natural freo.uency u.), the temperature distribution in the
boundary layer follows at

according to equation (l}, the zero point of the coordi-
nate system- naw being located in the critical area between
boundary layer and wall:

‘g is the amplitude of the gas

temperature oscillation; while P12 is, in this instance,

the reflection factor at the critical area between bourxd-
ary layer 1 and wall 2. Dencting the material values of
the plug element with 2~, the temperature field in the
boundary layer upstream from the plug reads:

t e2wlx(~+j)
&t ~ ~gej(~T+if) e-Cp2(SI+ X)(.1+ j) 1+ P32 ;

l+pla’”e
-.291S1(I+ j)

Both equations must give the gas temperatures for
x=- S1. It is, in fact:
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\

For x . 0 the temperature at the undisturbed wall is

k. . . .

T !l?gtiJ(wT+~~e-vlsl (z+ JI 1 + Pla
-o =

1 + plae -.2cplsl(z+ j)
., . .

“and at the plug: ~

Then the amplitude ratio q and the phase difference c for
the harmonihs of equal frequency can be obtained from the
quotient of the two rectors: namely,

T“-o 1 + P12 1 + plare -2cpls1(l+ j)

~= 1 + p12t 1 + plae -acplsl(l + j)

Having discounted the laminated structure of the plug for
reasons of simplification, the two reflection factors P12
and P12’ are real quantities. The amount of the above
vector is the ratio of the amplitudes

.. 1 + Pla
“f q=.&
y
‘1 1 + ’12

fro:: :::L:S2:T:::-:
J&
;?

1 :.: “ r “’

,.~. and its arg”ument the -phase difference between the two wall
il temperature vecto’rs.,! We get
!!
}/.

I

(p~a -

ii~
tan, c =

i

pl~t) sin 2cP1sl

P12Pla’e
-acplsl + (P12

+ P12’) CO’S 291s1 + e2Vlsl

In the reflection factors

I

,’ .. ,..

11,
rj,, b~ - b2 “bi -b2!

p32 = bl + ba~ P12’ =p~ %~+bal
.,
!]~;I
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b ~, +s very :small compared. to ba and bat; hence we can

approximately write

Figure 13 shows q and c plotted against the dimension-
less quantity 2 cp~ s~. It further shows the curves for a
plug element of aluminum and porcelain to bring out the
effect of the different heat stress factors on these ma-
terials. ‘Cast iron served as wall material. With bl =
0.15 kcal/m20 C fi the reflection factors read

P13 = -0.99g7 critic&1 layer: cast iron (bz = 200 kcal/m20 C~h)

Pla’ = -0.ggg2 critical layer: .elumimm (}4 = 322 kcal/m20 C~~)

P12’ = -0.c3876 criti,cd”layer: porcelain (~~ = 2i.3 kcal/m20 CJJ

With ascending frequency (v s proportional to &) the
amplitude ratio q“ approaches a constant value asymptot-
ically, which very approximately equals the ratio of the
heat stress figures of plug and. wall material, while the
phase difference c drops to zero in form of a markedly .
damped oscillation. For higher values of 2cp~ s~ antic-

ipated because of the marked damping effect of the bound-
ary layer’the temperature recorded at the plug would be
similar to that at the undisturbed wall. Hence it would
merely he necessary to multipZy the temperature scale Of

l)~r
the measured oscillation by the value — in order to

b=

obtain the temperature distribution at the undisturbed
wall. The value of quantity 2cpl sl to be expected in

practical cases,can’ be approximately ascertained if writ-
ten in the form

2b ~
, J;Zcpl s~ = ~

S1

The value of the-heat stre”ss ha is already
stationary heat transfer factor defined from

known. The
boundary
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A=
layer considerations can he substituted for —. For ~

S1 S1

= 500 kcal/m20 Ch, n = 50 Hz = 1.8 X 105 h-l, we get

2Q?1 s~ = 0.45. The curves in figure 13, however, are prac-

tically coincident with asymptotes for this value.

For small wall temperature fluctuations the selection
of plug element” material alone affords the possibility of
amplifying these fluctuations ‘and hence the instrumental
accuracy. Thus on the porcelain plug the recorded tempera-
ture change would be ten times greater than at the undis-
turbed iron wall, The extent to which the results of this
calculation hold true in quasi-stationary boundary layers
remains to be proved by experiments.

VI. RECORDING WALL TEMPERATURE CURVES

AS stated at the beginning the test plug enables the
recording of the temperature oscillations without ampli-
fication. Because of this great advantage over thermo-
couples the greatest value was placed on this type of
measurement. Experimentally, the plotting of the dia-
grams by means of a thermionic valve scarcely offers ma-
terial advantages over the conventional method with its
required amplification while, at the same tine, imposing
a very much greater instrumental accuracy. Because of
its extreme current sensitivity the Lindeck-Rothe ~ompen-
sation circuit (fig. 14) was used for the recording. It
is

R resistance of the test plug variable with the
temperature

R. a variable resistance for balancing the circuit

Rs? resistance of the measuring loop
!

‘i?
IIu1 E supply of measuring currenti.
\&j
‘/i E. compensation current supply
)&

~esistances and voltages must be chosen for maximum sensi- “I
tivity as will be readily apparent from the following:
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According to Ki.rchhoffts laws, the’ current is in..
the loop circuit is

.. ~.”.

Eo(R+Ro)-E~o ~
is =

R. Rs + R’RO + R Rs

‘The temperature dependence of R for’”a small zone can be
written in the form

. ,.

R ‘= Rf (.1+ aft)
*,.

as the calibration curve shows only a trifling curvature-
Herein Rt’ is the plug resistance corresponding to the
stationary wall temperature, at the temperature coeffi-
cient of R referred to that temperature, and t the
temperature rise above the stationary value. The sensi--
tivity of the circuit then follows from

dis di~ dR” di~ R. [E (Rs + Ro) - E. Ro] ~, ~1
—=— ——
dt dR dt ‘ dt = [R. Rs .+ R,RO + R Rs~’

Since the resistance changes about R! are “to be recorded

di~
the value of substitutes for R,= ‘RtO In “addition,

z
.
‘s should be jzero (by. a change of R ) in order to have

the full deflection of the looP available to the current
fluctuations.
14)

Herewith

di~

Moreover, it mu~t have the value of (fig.

at R. RI E

(Ilo+ R:)(RO Rs + R’ R. + RS R~),
(2)

...

Then it becomes apparent that the sensitivity can be
raised by amplifying- E; hut it alsO”r”eiults in a greater
flow of current through the plug resistance and an attend-
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,,antrise in electric ene,rgy..c,onv.ertedto -heat at the plug
front . Si”nce this heat, output raises $,$e temperature~

‘“”Xevel at the’’w”all it mukt-%e: ~;elti-t’o”a .m,ip,i.mum~“Hence
“’the various resistances mus% be e“~.o”sen”.formaximum,sensi-=
‘tivi”ty consistent with low ‘heat output. Th,e latter
atiounts. t“o .>.. . .,..“.

3J2 R1’ .. ..
‘N’=

‘“lQo +. R’?)2 , ‘-’ ,

.“”(3)
.,

., . .

,..
In v~ew of the trifling change in “the plug resistance.
relative” to its ‘mesa val~e, Rt can be us”e.dinstead of
R. Combining equations (2) and “(3) by substitution of E,
we get -..

N a~a (R. Rs +’ RI R. + “~I”:R,S]~

dis a =

()

=E (4)
R02 Rt ,.

m
.— “.”!

According to the’ foregoing R must be as small as”
possible; it (~) changes synonymously with R~, hence’ the

loop resistance must be small. The resistance of a meas-
uring loop meets this requirement fairly closely with Rs,

in general, amounting to,about 1 to 5 Q. Resistance R.

on the other hand should be as high as possible. Assuming
R. as given, the best plug_r.esistance R? can be com-

puted from equation ‘(4);, & should equal O (minimum

of E) ●

This affords ~ = ~ + ~ or
R. s

,.,, .

. . . .
(5)

according to which it is always necessary ’that O< Rt<”Iis+

The resistance of the tast plug at roam temperature for
the, manufacture can be’’obtained from Ill by ,estimation
of the” wall temperature-or from” preliminary tests. “’

.. ,... . .. .-

But,as” seen from the circuit in figurd 14,’””itis
not possible-to Changeflthe” heat output” N constantly.,‘.’ .“”.

. .. .. . . ,.. ..”,.. . .
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because the. voltage -et = E - E. .,,located at the plug is

not uniformly variable;. hence certain values of heat out-
put are ’indicated. With:,storage batteries, which beeause
of their.voltage constancy ‘and ‘its small internal resist-
ance for instrumental,purposes are preferable to any other
current supply, : ef would be controllable only in stages
of 2 v. For this reason’ equation (5) itself ‘is not ex-
actly amenable to solution because the ratio from the re-
sistances R’ and R. ‘can assume certain values only.

A voltage divider bridging E and NO in part is imprac-

tical,an”d may, because of its resistance, seriously imPair
.,

the “sensitivity of the circuit. .,.

For calibrating the diagram the plug ii replaced by
a precision resistance and,
(mean value of is

starting from its value Rt,
= 0)’.its resistance is varied in stages

by AR = &O.1 Q., the diagram strip being briefly illumi-
nated after each change. The temperature changes At
corresponding to the calibration marks can be ascertained
from the analytical form of the calibration curve R=f(t).
Because of the very small curvature of the calibration
curve we may put

AR
()
dR—=

., At, G“ ‘t1

().dR.with
E t!

‘“the pitch of calibration curve for the sta-

tionary wall temperature t’. Hence

At
AR

/dR
()Et!

The instantaneous mean valueof the wall temperature t’
can be obtained from the resistance R’ of the precision
resistance and from the calibration curve.

..”’ The experimentsfor determining the effect of heat-
ing output on the mean wall temperature. have so far pro-
duced no satisfactory. result because of the impossibility
of reaching a ,perfec~ly steady state in engine operation
during the test. The consequence was a slow fluctuation
of the mean wall temperature, But it can be safely stated
that” these fluctuations are very much greater than the
tem~erature rise due to Joule effect. In the diagrams
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reproduced in figures 16 to 19 the heat output amounted’ to
about 0.3 W. But eyen at 0.6 W no absolutely definite

.7 e-f-feet’was “db’se&Va51”e.’ ““ ..

The diagrams ware recorded by Siemens oscillograph
loop type V, In the event that less sensitive loops or
cathode-ray oscillog.raphs are employed, which may be de-
sirable in view of their more favora%le frequency circle,
the voltage fluctuations at the test plug must be ampli-
fied by. means of thermionic valves: This should be super-
fluous , however, if the heat transferred” from the working
medium to the wall is to “be ascertained from the plotted
temperature distribution. “During the inevitable harmonic
analysis neceseary, the corrections for amplitude and
phase of the separate harmonics which are necessary because
of the nondistortion-free plotting of the measuring loops
are also readily effected.

To prove the superiority of the resistance-test plug
over the conventional thermocouples even in combination
with thermionic valves, the magnitude of voltage changes
attainable at the test plug is briefly discussed. The
bridge circuit (fig. 15) is most practical because it
enables the measurement of the instantaneous mean value
of the plug resistance St in very simple fashion while

.,possessing the same voltage sensitivity as the previously
described compensation circuit. The amplifier is con-
nected in the bridge in place of the zer~ instrument, sO
that only tbe voltage changes reach the first valve.
Analogous to equation (4) we get

NU12 =R, ( )
2

A+

()de 2 R.

z

with ~ denoting the voltage sensitivity.
dt

As is seen

the resistances R! and R. must be chosen great in

order that the expression obtains a small value. .If a
is the temperature coefficient of the resistance layer
referred to as 20° C, the temperature coefficient ql
for the mean wall temperature by linear aspect of the
calibration curve is :

,..’
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Assuming

a= 3.0 x 10-30 C-l, t~ = 200° C, Rt = 200 Q,
R. = 10,000 S2, N = 0.05 W the sensitivity become=

de— = 6.04”x 10–3 ~
dt .

as against 0.05 x 10-3 V/”c with the conventional thermo-
couples. Eqen for this low heat output and for the nowise
impracticably ‘high””plug resistance ii afforded more than
100 times more volt’a”gevariations. ‘“

The practical use of test plugs-is proba,l)ly best il-
lustrated when mounted in internal combustion engines
where they are subjected to ‘maximum “demands, The plots
in figures 16, 17, and 18 are records taken at the wall
of the cylinder head in a two-cycle carburetor engine
(DKW, wate,r-cooied, Nmax = 5 hp a,t xi.= ‘2800 rpm) at 2000

rpm. The operating condition of the engine was almost
the same for all records taken. The temperature distribu-
tion shown in figure” 16 was measured imne~iately following
the installation of the test plug; it rev’eals detai~s’ -very
plainly, particularly the steep rise after the ignition.
The records (figs. 17 and 18) taken after’1 ‘and 10 hours
Of operation, respectively, manifest the increasing effect
of the carbon layer deposit at the wall surface with in-
creasing operating period. While the course in figure 17
is already perceptibly smoothened but still retains the
typical marks of the first plot, the oscillation after 10
hours of operation is very markedly flattened and perfectly
smooth. A subsequent test disclosed the entirety of the
resistance layer, therefore the objection of an electri-
cally conducting bridging of the individual windings through
the carbon deposit is unfounded.

The damping of such a layer, even for the fundamental
frequency, is extremely. severe as is readily checked and
incr~as.es. substantially f,orthe higher harmonics. For
this .ver.yreasqn, the refinep.ents, especially the tempera-
ture peaks.,-mu,st,become. lo.s.t,be.cau-se they are the cause,,. ,,
of :high.ha:rmo.n.$c..s.I ‘-~. . , ., . ,..

Figure 19 lastly shows the tem~erature distri~uti’”on
at the cylinder head of a four-cycle Daimler-Benz truck
engine (Nmax = 50 hp at n = 2000. rpm) at 1000 rpm after

about 20 hours of running. The pressure curve was plotted
also.
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The aim of this study was to develop the test plug
to the stage where it affords an absolutely correct record

a. of the- w’all temperatures, I?rjrthis reason the eva,ly.ation
of the test data for the purpose of determining the heat
transfer has been omitted.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics,.
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Figure 2.-Transition point
from front surface

of wire over eloxal layer of Figure 5.-Electrolytically
the hole to the plug element strengthened gold
before deposition of resis- film(magnification 35X).
tance T@yer(m~ified 100X). .,.;,-------,----- ---

1

. . . .

,.,

,.. .,1.$ ~. .

‘imm, —..—. - . ..

immediately after installation of measurin g plug
2000 rpm; @O.6;momentary mean wall temperature t~204 C._..- -=_._._ ._._._...__...>
,.
...,

.,,~.:..,.,.;-.,,.
.

aftex 1 hour operation. distribution
after 10 hours oDeration.

Figure 19.-Temperature distribution after 20 hours operation.
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Figure 4.- Time rate of change of resistance of deposited gold film at
200° C temperature (time coordinate at hyperbolic scale.)

Temperature

Figure 6.- Calibration curve
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Figure 7’.- Representation of

.—,- ,. Spiral”
gold,plating pro-

cess as source flow for com-
hAAA.~

““?
Vvv puting the thickness of the de-

1 !

‘center \
posit, The droplets of gold

e“.ap~~atl;,

suspended from the individual
windings of the spiral are en-
visaged as being combined in

‘o \ the axis ,ofrotation.
\
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.&..;??__.v“Q/.’
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Figure 8.- Sector of the resistance layer.

Figure 9;- Section through plug (not to scale) for computing the temper-
ature field in the resistance layer at the surface of which

(x= .--s~)a harmonic temperature oscillation is imposed.
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of the

FiOgure lQ.- Representation of temperature vectors to either side of
the resi,S.tancelayer in Gaussl number plane. ‘@or compu-

ting the m,aximum temperature difference AT driving an oscillation cycle.

.

0.2 .

P13”f
Op

Figure 11.- Amount
factor

I i
.“ “~sz 2

I
3

!
1P32j and phase angle 5 of complex reflection
P12 against nondimensional quantity

.
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Figs.12, 13

3 4T
10 ~z

x.103

Figure 12.- Curve of maximum temperature difference AT between both sides
of the resistance layer, referred to the amplitude T-sl

of theharmonic temperature oscillation imposed at the free surface against the
frequency (parbolic scale.)
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Figure 13.- Ratio of amplitudes, q, and phase difference, e of the temper-
ature oscillation occurring at iron wall and at measuring plug by

harmonic change of temperature in the gas chamber against quantity 2~ S.
.. 21
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l?igso14, 15

,,. .

Figure 14.- Compensation circuit for direct wall temperature
recording.

l?igure15.-

~j~&__._._
Bridge circuit for recording wall temperature when
anplifier is used.
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